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BIZ BITS
QBudget deficit slips to

$1.28T; red ink continues
WASHINGTON — After months of
unrelieved gloom and discord,
Congress and President Barack
Obama are starting to make a
dent in the federal budget
deficit. It’s projected to shrink
slightly to $1.28 trillion this
year, and bigger savings from
this month’s debt ceiling deal
are forecast over the next
decade.

BY LAURA CRIMALDI
Associated Press

No one’s celebrating. There will
be plenty of red ink for years to
come.
The nonpartisan Congressional
Budget Office projected Wednesday that annual budget deficits
will be reduced by a total of
$3.3 trillion over the next
decade, largely because of the
deficit reduction package
passed by Congress earlier this
month. The office also forecast
persistently high unemployment,
a troubling political prospect for
President Barack Obama in the
crucial months of his campaign
to win a second term.
Even with the anticipated big
savings, annual budget deficits
are expected to total nearly
$3.5 trillion over the next
decade — and much more if
Bush-era tax cuts scheduled to
expire at the end of next year
are extended. In all, nearly $8.5
trillion would be added to the
national debt over the next 10
years if the tax cuts and certain
spending programs are kept in
place, the budget office report
said.
The national debt now stands at
more than $14.6 trillion.

QBook adds details on

IKEA founder’s Nazi links
STOCKHOLM — A new book
claims IKEA founder Ingvar Kamprad’s youth ties with Nazi
groups extended beyond what
he has previously admitted, saying Sweden’s intelligence agency
even set up a special file on
him.
Respected Swedish author and
journalist Elisabeth Asbrink says
Kamprad joined the Swedish
Nazi party in 1943 when he was
17, prompting the security
police to set up a file on him
the same year.
Asbrink also claims in her book,
“And in Wienerwald the Trees
Remain,” that the founder of
Swedish furniture chain was in
contact with Nazi sympathizers
until at least 1950 — two years
longer than he had previously
acknowledged.
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The Visoffice machine, now available at Grass Valley Eyecare, is the latest technology available in
measuring corrective spectacle lenses. Office manager Dawn Ryley sits as Certified Optician Amber West
gathers measurements from the machine’s monitor.

GV Eyecare goes 3D
SUBMITTED TO THE UNION

hursday, Aug. 4, was a
busy day at Grass Valley Eyecare.
Being one of the 1,500
offices across the country selected to receive a new digital
imaging machine, the set-up
and training aspect proved to be
a lengthy process.
“It was exciting having the
trainers here on site to give us
all the information and education we would need to navigate
the equipment successfully,“
said Dawn Ryley, office manager.
“But we remained open as
learning on actual patients was
what we were striving for. It was
wonderful and our patients really liked being a part of our
training, but it made for a very
busy office.”
The Visoffice machine created by Essilor is the latest
technology available in measuring corrective spectacle lenses.
In the past, measurements

T

“Simply put, this
method
outperforms all
other measuring
systems on the
market today …”
— DR. TANYA MARKIS-MEYER,

Grass Valley Eyecare
have been taken manually and
those manual measurements
create an optical center used
when making glasses.
The Visoffice takes it several steps further as it compiles
“eye data” by calculating the real
three dimensional position of
each eye’s unique rotation center.
These breakthrough scientific measurements produce
unparalleled precision visually
as it is individual, customized
for each patient.
It also takes into account

frame data, both material and
dimensions and configures it
based on the “eye data” it has
collected.
In addition, it also compiles
“behavior data”; natural posture,
head cape and gaze directions,
all of which are unique to each
patient and impact the performance of corrective lenses.
This information is gathered and each patient’s formula
is sent to the laboratories to create the best personalized digital
lens possible.
“Simply put, this method
outperforms all other measuring systems on the market today
which to us boils down to only
one very important fact, our
patients will see better,” said Dr.
Tanya Markis-Meyer, president
and owner of Grass Valley Eyecare Optometric Inc.
“It has been a welcome
addition to our office and we are
grateful we have been one of the
first offices across the country to
receive this instrumental equipment.”
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PROVIDENCE, R.I. —
Google Inc. has agreed to pay
$500 million to settle a U.S. government investigation into the
Internet search leader’s distribution of online ads from Canadian
pharmacies illegally selling prescription drugs to American
consumers.
The settlement means
Google will not face criminal
prosecution for accusations that
it improperly profited from ads
promoting Canadian pharmacies
that illegally imported drugs into
the United States, Rhode Island
U.S. Attorney Peter F. Neronha
said. It is the first time an Internet search engine is being held
responsible for the illegal distribution of drugs.
“It sends a clear message to
both Google and to others that
contribute to America’s pill problem that they will be held to
account for endangering the
health and safety of the residents
of this district and to persons all
across the United States,” said
Neronha, who described the forfeiture as one of the largest in
U.S. history.
The $500 million represents
the gross revenues Google collected in ad buys from hundreds
of Canadian pharmacies, plus the
earnings generated from the illegal drug sales to American
consumers from 2003 to 2009,
federal investigators said.
Google said in a statement
that it should not have allowed
Canadian pharmacies to market
prescription drugs to American
consumers.
“We banned the advertising
of prescription drugs in the U.S.
by Canadian pharmacies some
time ago,” the statement said.
“However, it’s obvious with
hindsight that we shouldn’t have
allowed these ads on Google in
the first place.” The company
declined further comment.
Google shares were up slightly,
trading at about $520.
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